Why Did Anterior Dislocation Occur during Dandling Her Baby in front of Her in Standing Position after THA?
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Abstract

We experienced an anterior dislocation of a lady after THA in standing position during dandling her baby in front of her. The orientations of acetabular cup and femoral stem, measured by 3D image analysis and post-operative CT images, were within the so called safe zone. As it happened, the moment of this dislocation was captured in a smart phone movie. Surface 3D models were created from pre- and post-operative CT images. The pelvic sagittal tilt angle was measured using pre-operative EOS image in standing position and landmark-based 2D/3D registration. The pelvic tilt and the post-operative THA parameters served as input to calculate the cup orientation relative to the prosthetic ROM-based target zone, the bone stock-based target zone, and maximal amount of external rotation until “bony impingement”. The prosthetic ROM-based target zone algorithm calculates impingement free cup orientations dependent on the stem orientation, neck shaft angle and pelvic orientation. The system clearly showed that impingements occurred during the slight hip external rotation and leaning back motions of the patient in standing position as shown in the smart phone movie. This system demonstrated the neck shaft angle of the stem should be reduced from 135° to 130°, and the stem antetorsion should be reduced from 35° to 20° to get optimum target zone without impingements. In addition, the cup should be placed at 6mm posteriorly to get maximum bony coverage. This patient-specific target zone calculation is a powerful tool to decide the optimum orientation and position of THA implants.
1 Introduction

The patient (38 years old female) underwent right total hip arthroplasty (THA) using a CT-based hip navigation system. She dislocated her hip joint during dandling her baby in front of her in standing position at 3 months after THA. The smart phone movie of her mother captured the moment of this dislocation. She held her baby up in her arms by tilting her back posteriorly with slight external rotation of her left hip joint. Suddenly she lost her balance and fell down on grass ground.

The X-ray films showed anterior dislocation of her hip joint which was reduced under spinal anesthesia. A hip abduction brace was applied for 3 months and she never hold her baby in front of her. Fortunately dislocation never happened for over 3 years after that event. The implant positions measured using postoperative CT images and a 3D analyzing software demonstrated that implant positions were within a so called safe zone [Lewinnek et al. 1978], [Sugano et al. 2012]. A tool for patient-specific target zone calculation was used to reveal the reason of this anterior dislocation.

2 Material and Methods

The pre-operative pelvic tilt in standing position was measured using landmark-based 2D/3D registration of the pelvis model and the pre-operative EOS images (EOS imaging Inc. Paris, France). Pre- and post-operative 3D surface models were created from the CT images. The post-operative surface model, including bony and implant surfaces, was registered to the pre-operative surface models. The orientation and position of the cup and stem relative to the anterior pelvic plane for pelvic and table top plane for femoral coordinates were measured within the surface models.

The pelvic tilt and the post-operative THA parameters served as input to calculate the cup orientation relative to the prosthetic ROM-based target zone, the bone stock-based target zone, and maximal amount of external rotation until “bony impingement”. The prosthetic ROM-based target zone algorithm calculates impingement free cup orientations dependent on the stem orientation, neck shaft angle and pelvic orientation [Hsu et al. 2017]. The ROM defined by Yoshimine et al. [Yoshimine 2006] was used as the desired ROM. The actual implanted cup orientation is compared to the resulting ROM-based target zone. Possible modifications of the stem parameters were also investigated to determine whether a different stem combined with the actual cup orientation would yield an impingement free result. For the bone-stock-based target zone, the bony coverage of the cup were calculated for the post-operative situation. Variations of the cup positions were also investigated in order to achieve higher cup coverage. For calculating the maximum external rotation (ER), three different values for pelvic tilt were used: the measured pelvic tilt in the pre-operative EOS imaging t, t-5° and t-10°. The latter values were assumed to better approximate the posture of the patient (carrying her baby in the front) when the dislocation happened.

3 Results

The measured THA parameters from CT data are as follows: radiographic inclination: 44°, radiographic anteversion: 19°, cup position relative to pre-operative acetabular centre: 6mm cranial, 13mm medial and 0mm anterior/posterior, stem antetorsion: 35°, stem adduction: 7°, stem flexion: 3°, stem position: 15mm cranial, 14mm medial, and 10mm anterior. The pre-operative pelvic tilt in standing position is -11° (posterior tilt). Using the post-operative THA parameters, bony impingement occurred at <20° ER for -11° pelvic tilt, <15° ER for -16° pelvic tilt and <10° ER for -21° pelvic tilt. The prosthetic ROM-based target zone analysis showed that the actual cup orientation is outside of the
target zone. If we set the cup orientation inside the new target zone: neck shaft angle from 135° to 130°, and stem antetorsion from 35° to 20°, the maximum amount of ER for -21° pelvic tilt became >20°. In addition, the bone-stock-based target zone calculation showed that when changing the cup position by 6mm posteriorly, the cup coverage increased from 76% to 89%.

4 Discussion

Even though her acetabular cup and femoral stem were placed within a so called safe zone [Lewinnek et al. 1978] [Sugano et al. 2012], anterior dislocation occurred in standing position during dandling her baby in front of her. The tool for patient-specific target zone calculation [Hsu et al. 2017] clearly explained the impingements during the slight ER motion of the patient as shown in the smart phone movie. Hip surgeons usually decide acetabular cup orientation according to the pelvic coordinates in supine position, such as APP or functional pelvic plane coordinates [Nishihara et al. 2003]. The result of this study demonstrated hip surgeons had to consider pelvic sagittal tilt in standing position to decide the implant orientation. However, it is difficult to estimate how much changes occur in pelvic sagittal tilt after THA and we have to solve this issue. The patient-specific target zone calculation also provide to use stem with less than 135° of neck shaft angle as shown by Widmer [Widmer et al. 2005]. The stem antetorsion angle also plays very important role to avoid bony or implant impingements. To control the orientations of acetabular cups and femoral stems, we may need to use precise navigation or robotic systems for THA. This patient-specific target zone calculation seems to be a powerful tool to decide the optimum orientation of THA implants. We need to evaluate this system with large number of cases.
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